
 

Guidelines for Listening 

Invite the Holy Spirit to interact with you as you listen to one another.  Declare in prayer that you are open to 
whatever he wants to do in you and among you.  The primary objective of the story telling and listening that is 
done is for you to be open to what the Holy Spirit wants to do, and be willing to respond.  As the other person is 
speaking, you may choose to silently pray that they might be guided toward whatever God wants them to notice. 

Participation is invited, not demanded.  Allowing everyone to be in control of their own story creates safety as 
people can choose how to tell their story or how much of their story to tell. 

Confidentiality simply means that we don’t tell one another’s stories without permission.  What is said in this 
setting stays here. 

Focused Attention is a gift that allows the speaker to stay in their own story, knowing that the listener is not too 
busy or distracted to be there with them.  Too many people have never had the kind of focused attention that 
allows them to explore their own feelings without worrying that the listener is bored or more interested in other 
things.  A lack of focused attention pushes the person toward a kind of self-consciousness that is dependent on the 
approval of another person.  We’re intentionally creating environments for people to become self-aware, not self-
conscious, through these listening sessions. 

Unconditional acceptance is offered as a form of grace.  There is nothing that another person can say that God 
does not already know.  Please leave critical sprits at the door.  Turn to wonder instead of judgement if your 
speaker’s story prompts you toward becoming judgmental.  Ask yourself, “I wonder what it would have felt like to 
be in this person’s shoes?” or “I wonder what led them to make that decision?” 

No fixing, advising, or rescuing allowed.  This is the hardest part of the listening guidelines for people to keep.  
Unfortunately all too many people have fallen into the trap of thinking that offering advice is a helpful form of 
fellowship.  Attempting to fix a person or a situation pushes the soul into hiding.  Most of the time people just 
want to be heard – not fixed.  Please withhold the urge to offer advice, even advice cloaked in a Bible verse, unless 
it is specifically asked for.   

Although it might seem considerate, rescuing people from their emotions is not helpful in this setting.  When a 
person feels sadness, pain, or frustration, let them feel it.  Often, in the normal course of sharing stories, when a 
person begins to get a bit emotional or goes silent, a listener might feel the need to rush in to offer a tissue, or put 
a reassuring hand on their shoulder.  To a speaker, these seeming kind gestures are a signal that their emotion is 
too much for the other person to handle.   

Listen to the silence instead of jumping in with questions or comments.  This is such a strong reflex for most of us!  
Silence allows the people speaking time to listen to themselves, make decisions about what to say next, and allows 
the Holy Spirit space to do whatever he has in mind to accomplish.  Silence is very often a gateway to a deeper 
level of honesty and openness to learning.  Even though it can feel uncomfortable, stay with it and let the speaker 
know you are listening with your eyes. 

Affirm the gift of the story you hear by thanking the speaker for the honor of hearing their story.  Let them know 
that you heard them by telling them how you empathetically felt their emotion as they told a particular part of 
their story.  Pray for the speaker, actively placing them into the hands of God.   

 

Listening this way is act of submission as we consciously put the needs of another above our own for a time.  We 
do not listen for our own benefit, entertainment or understanding.  In following these guidelines, we consciously 
exchange being a good conversationalist for being a good listener.  And when we do, we have an opportunity to 

sometimes witness the beauty of a soul being honest and open in a way which invites the transforming work of the 
Holy Spirit in their lives. 


